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2022

Riesling Von Den Ersten 

Lagen

Weingut Korrell

Nahe QbA 93

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Very expressive nose with fresh citrus fruit, lemon and tangerine,

backed by juicy peaches and hints of tropical fruit, e.g. granadilla and mango. Fine aromatic herbs and fresh

lemon zest in the background. On the palate crisp character with precisely shaped acidity, intense and juicy

fruit quoting the nose, complemented by ripe apricots, excellent structured with very convincing length. A

very promising bottle. 

2022
Riesling Paradies

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 97

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Very elegant nose with complex character, initially slightly closed.

Ripe and aromatic fruit, fresh apricots, candied peaches, ripe oranges and pineapple, hints of candied

lemon zest and aromatic herbs in the background. Backed by hints of orange blossoms. On the palate very

floral character, orange blossoms and white roses, juicy apricots and peaches, hints of aromatic herbs and

zests in the background. A wine with excellent mid-palate and incredible length with orange zests, apricots

and juicy citrus fruit in the finish. Hints of minerality in the aftertaste. Excellent. 

2022
Riesling Dellchen

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 97

Bright, almost pale yellow colour with green hue. Elegant nose with initially closed yet multi-layered

character, needs a lot of time in the glass to open up. Refined fruit, reminiscent of fresh vineyard peaches,

lime zest, fine elder blossoms, ripe pear and apricots, hints of aromatic herbs and very appealing earthy

minerality. On the palate distinct minerality, juicy fruit quoting the nose, elegant and fragrant herbs, hints

of elder blossoms in the background. Acidity well structured and balanced by juicy fruit. Excellent tension

and length, a great wine with a great potential. 

2022
Riesling Klamm

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 95+

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Expressive nose with aroma reminiscent of ripe pears and apricots and

mango, hints of acacia blossoms, mint and a whiff of vanilla. Very juicy character with ripe fruit, ripe apple,

pears, apricots and tropical fruits, with hints of orange and mint in the finish. A complex and rich wine with

elegance, freshness and excellent length. 

2022
Riesling Kirschheck

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 96+

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Elegant nose with fine and typical fruit, ripe apricots, juicy Mirabelle,

aromatic herbs and fragrant white blossoms. On the palate well balanced and structured with yellow stone

fruit and aromatic herbs, fine citrus fruit and tangerine zest in the background. Very juicy finish with

precision and depth. Hints of green hazelnuts in the finish. 
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2022
Riesling Felsenberg

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 96

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Very crisp nose with fragrant fruit and blossoms. Aroma reminiscent of

fresh lime and hints of lemon zest, almost ripe vineyard peaches and hints of ripe apricots. Hints of

Cavaillon melon, white blossoms and tropical fruits reminiscent of lychee in the background. On the palate

well balanced with juicy fruit and elegant minerality. A wine with exciting tension, salty minerality

complementing a distinct yet ripe acidity. Excellent length and a finish with great elegance. 

2022
Riesling Im Honigberg

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 97

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Elegant yet closed nose opening up very well presenting a very

fragrant character. Ripe apricots and sweet Mirabelle, honeydew melon, fresh hazelnuts, complemented by

fragrant verbena in the background. On the palate very juicy and multi-layered, ripe apricots, honeydew

melon and Mirabelle, hazelnuts and fine aromatic herbs. A wonderful Riesling with creamy texture and

great length, showing an excellent potential for future evolution.  

2022
Riesling XXV

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 98

Bright yellow with green-golden hue. Opulent and expressive nose with complex character. Aroma

reminiscent of red apple, quinces, apple peel, dried apricots, ripe hazelnuts, fine spiciness, hints of vanilla

and candied Angelica, elegant and earthy minerality. On the palate powerful and well structured with

excellent depth and length, great tension, ripe fruit quoting the nose complemented by candied orange

peel and discreet hints of honey and caramel. A truly great wine.  

2022
Riesling Kabinett feinherb

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 90

Bright yellow colour with green-golden hue. Aromatic nose reminiscent of apricots and basil, mango and

granadilla. On the palate very well balanced acidity and sweetness, flavour quoting the nose, fine acidity,

juicy character with very good length. 

2022
Riesling Auslese Paradies

Weingut Korrell

Nahe 

Prädikatswein
97

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Noble nose with aroma reminiscent of ripe apricots, Mirabelle jam,

mango and granadilla, dried apricots in the background, complemented by verbena and basil. On the palate

expressive with aromatic depth, great freshness, very juicy fruit, apricots and Mirabelle, tropical fruit and

aromatic herbs. Rich sweetness perfectly balanced by crisp acidity. An impressing Auslese with fresh lime

and candied lemon zest lingering in the finish. 

2022
Little Lion Rosé

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 90

Bright rosé colour with slightly violet hue. Fine nose with fragrant character, aroma reminiscent of fresh

raspberries, orange zest, red currant jelly, rose hips and wild strawberries in the background. On the palate

crisp and juicy with refreshing mouthfeel, red berries and citrus fruit, rose hips and discreet floral hints.

Well balanced with very good length and fine minerality in the finish. 
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2022
Slice of Pleasure Rosé

Weingut Korrell
Deutscher Wein 92

Bright rosé colour with slightly violet hue. Elegant and refined nose with multi-layered and fragrant

character, aroma reminiscent of red currants, raspberries and wild strawberries, tangerine zest, wisteria

and hints of rose hips in the background. On the palate expressive and well structured with elegant body,

juicy mouthfeel balanced acidity and distinct salty minerality. A wine with tension and finesse, very good

length and multi-layered finish. 

2020
Spätburgunder

Weingut Korrell
Nahe QbA 90

Intense ruby colour with purple hue and violet tinges. Aromatic nose reminiscent of Morello cherries,

blackberries and hints of dark chocolate in the background. On the palate well structured with ripe tannins,

mild acidity, cherries, raspberries and chocolate in the aftertaste, some plums, liquorice and mild spices.

Balanced with very good length. 

2017 Spätburgunder Paradies Nahe QbA 92+

Elegant garnet colour. Rich nose with aromatic character reminiscent of balmy spices, dark chocolate,

forest berry jelly, dried figs, black cherry tart and hints of blueberries. On the palate well structured with

distinct ripe tannins, dark chocolate, dried figs and prunes, black cherries and mild spices. Well balanced

with very good length and dark chocolate in the finish. Well matured. 

2021 Riesling Brut Jahrgangssekt Deutscher Sekt 91

Bright yellow colour with green hue. Elegant nose with fragrant character, ripe fruit, apricots, pear and juicy

apple, discreet minerality, complemented by hints of tangerine zest. Brioche in the background. On the

palate good mousseux, fine citrus fruit and yellow stone fruit, crisp character with appealing finish and very

good length. 

NV

Brut Nature

Traditionelle 

Flaschengärung

Deutscher Sekt 92

Bright, almost pale rosé colour with slightly violet hue. Fragrant nose reminiscent of citrus fruit, tangerine

zest, ripe pear and juicy apple, red currants and hints of raspberries, floral hints, e.g. mallow blossoms in

the background. On the palate well structured with fine minerality, very good mousseux and fine acidity.

Well balanced taste with freshness and crisp finish, red currants, lingonberries, rose hips and hints of

hazelnuts with brioche in the finish. Very good length. 
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